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Abstract

The aim of this study is to explore the possibility and versatility of Microsoft Excel in handling pharmacokinetic analysis (including model composing, simulation, and parameter estimation). We have developed the first version of an in-house pharmacokinetic tool XLSimEst, coded in Visual Basic for Application (VBA), which can be used for pharmacokinetic modeling and simulation with user-tailored models consisting of a system of differential equations. The special features of the program are: (1) pharmacokinetic models can be open and saved as ordinary text files, thus the model files can be created and edited using any text editor; (2) a quicker interface to perform simulation studies; (3) capable of a standard error estimation for fitted parameters; and (4) a simple interface for generating concentration-time plots.
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Introduction

As an indispensible tool in drug research, pharmacokinetic modeling provides substantial insights into the underlying mechanisms with respect to drug absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion (ADME) in humans and other animal species. The derived key parameters such as the elimination rate constant (K), volume of distribution (V) and clearance (CL) are frequently used to guide preclinical and clinical dose regimens. Furthermore, simulations based on an established pharmacokinetic model can be used to identify a rate-determining step in drug clearance (a procedure called “sensitivity analysis”), and to predict therapeutic events associated with changes in this process [1].

Mathematically, simple pharmacokinetic models can be described in an algebraic form (i.e., non-linear regression equations) or be solved by linearization methods such as Laplace transforms. However, solving complex systems using Laplace transforms tends to be tedious and inefficient. In particular, complex pharmacokinetic models involving saturable processes (e.g., metabolism and carrier-mediated transport) cannot be linearized with an analytic form, which thus require a numeric solution. As mentioned by Meineke and Brockmöller [2], coupled differential equations represent a universal approach to describe pharmacokinetic models in a more direct and effective manner.

Pharmacokinetic models specified as a set of differential equations can be handled by a variety of outstanding programs such as WinNonlin, Kinetta, and SAAM. These softwares provide a built-in model library, within which the models are generally designed for characterizing in vivo plasma concentration-time profiles. If one needs to model drug disposition in ex vivo (e.g., isolated liver perfusion) or in cellulo (e.g., Caco-2) experiments, he or she might have to build his or her own models according to a specific experimentation and a compartmentalization scheme. Although composing user-desired models is possible in abovementioned programs, learning/re-learning of this functionality tends to be difficult and time-consuming for novice or occasional users. Also, as noted by Zhang et al. [3], these softwares are very expensive, which are often not affordable to academic users. Therefore, there is a need to explore the possibility of cost-effective and easy-to-use alternative for composing desired pharmacokinetic models and performing the modeling.

Microsoft (MS) Excel spreadsheet has become the standard platform for data collection, graphing and analysis, and majority of original data are kept as MS Excel files in pharmaceutical field. The advantages of Excel include (1) the user-friendly interface and ease of use; (2) it offers many built-in mathematical and graphical routines which can be called in user-defined functions; and (3) it provides tremendous customization through macros and Visual Basic add-ins, for those users with specific needs and programming experience. By far, numerous Excel-based spreadsheet templates and add-ins have been widely programmed for data analyses in pharmaceutical sciences [4-6], including pharmacokinetics [2,3,7-10], suggesting the unmet needs regarding pharmacokinetics analysis with current programs. Among those works, PKsolver [3] and pk-engine [2] represent two exemplary Excel add-in programs for pharmacokinetic analysis. Although PKsolver automates pharmacokinetic analysis with a number of build-in non-linear regression models, it neither accepts user-defined models nor approximates standard errors for fitted parameters. Pk-engine is designed to simulate complex pharmacokinetic models. However, pharmacokinetic modeling (parameter estimation) is not considered in this program.

The goal of our study therefore is to provide an accurate and free program that streamlines the pharmacokinetic model composing, simulation and parameter estimation in MS Excel. In this paper, we present the first version of our add-in program XLSimEst. This program features in (1) the ease of model preparation (i.e., writing of the model), even for non-professionals, (2) a quicker interface to generate concentration-time profiles, and (3) being capable of a standard error approximation for modeled parameters. In addition, a couple of data-
based examples were used to qualify the program and the results were compared to those derived from professional software packages (i.e., WinNonlin and ADPAT II).

Implementation

Pharmacokinetic modeling

Pharmacokinetic models here are specified as a set of differential equations (Figure 1). The Runge-Kutta method (fourth order with variable step size) is implemented to numerically solve the differential equations [11]. In an earlier study [12], this numerical integration technique was used to develop physiologically based pharmacokinetic models yielding results remarkably consistent with those from more sophisticated computer software packages.

The add-in program “XlSimEst” appears as four buttons (command bars) in the region [Custom Toolbars] under Add-Ins tab in MS Excel after a quick installation, as illustrated in Figure 2. A flowchart of pharmacokinetic modeling using XlSimEst is shown in Figure 3. By clicking [XlSimEst] button in the command bar, users will be prompted to specify a desired application (either simulation or parameter estimation), and to input the model (Figure 4). Pharmacokinetic models can be written using this interface consisting of three folder tabs, namely, “Initialization”, “State variables” and “Parameters”. “Initialization” is used to enter the values for time interval and final time. “State variables” are variables that are defined with derivatives (e.g., drug/metabolite concentration or amount) (Figure 4B). “Parameters” define the model structure and are the numbers that will be varied per simulation to observe its effects on the drug disposition processes (e.g., the first-order rate constants) (Figure 4C). “State variables” are enclosed by square brackets to distinguish them from “Parameters”. After completion of the model specification, it is encouraged to save the model (as .txt file) for future use by clicking “SAVE”. Alternatively, one can use text editor (e.g., Notepad) to compose the desired model, and load it by clicking “OPEN” (Figure 5).

An Excel spreadsheet named “Results” (by default) with the required inputs and formulas (including those for Runge-Kutta numerical integration) will be written in the appropriate cells. The scrollbars in the spreadsheet can be used to change the parameter values for the model parameters and the initial values (defining initial condition) for the state variables. The formula links to the scrollbars can be recovered by clicking on the [parScroll] command (Figure 2), in case that they are disabled. The maximum and minimum values attached to the scroll bars can also be changed.

Figure 1: The one-, two-, three-compartment models describing plasma concentration-time profiles following intravenous bolus are written in the form of differential equations. C1, C2 and C3 are drug concentrations in the different compartments.

Figure 2: XlSimEst operating buttons under Add-Ins tab in MS Excel spreadsheet.
Figure 3: The flowchart represents pharmacokinetic modeling using XlSimEst.

Figure 4: XlSimEst interface, showing three folder tabs (i.e., “initiation”, “state variables” and “parameters”). A simple model (one compartment-IV bolus, please see Fig.1) is included for demonstration. The window enclosed in box is used to write the differential equations.

**Model Writing**

- **Spreadsheet Generation** (output: sheet("results"))

- **Graph** (conc-time profile)

- **Parameter Estimation** (SOLVER)

* Spreadsheet that renders a fixed-interval, fourth-order Runge-Kutta method for solving differential equations

**Figure 3**

Manually in the spreadsheet. Fitting of the model to actual data can be visually inspected by plotting both simulated and observed values, which can be accessed by [Graph] button (Figure 7A) with “included data points” option checked. By examining how well the model approximates the data with changes in parameter values, the program provides an efficient way to obtain more reasonable initial parameter values for next parameter estimation.

Parameter optimization is performed using Excel SOLVER, which is based on the robust and reliable generalized reduced gradient
method (GRG) [13,14]. The optimization algorithm requires the preset initial parameter values to start an iterative process. The iterative calculation stops and provides the solutions, when the target (i.e., weighted sum squares of residuals) converges at a predefined value. A detailed illustration of this SOLVER implementation in Excel is reported previously [6,15]. For the ease of use, optimization for selected parameters (either parameters or initial values for state variables) is performed via an interactive Excel UserForm by clicking on [XlEstSolver] command bar, where both parameter inputs and modeling settings are specified (Figure 7B). Users are allowed to use different weighting schemes (1, 1/y and 1/y²) and adjust the SOLVER features such as minimization method, precision, convergence and iterations (Figure 7B). The parameter estimation is started instantaneously by clicking the “Run” button. The massive calculations then proceed in the current sheet “Result”, where the estimated parameters, their respective standard errors, and model diagnostics will be presented (Figure 8). In order to facilitate a quick experience and learning of the program, sample data are included, which can be invoked simply by clicking the “Sample” button (Figure 4A). Additionally, example model files used in this paper can be found in supplemental files (User Manual).

One dataset (i.e., the abovementioned sample data) from a published book [16] was used to evaluate XlSimEst. This same set of concentration–time data were fitted with one-, two-, and three-compartment IV bolus models, respectively (Figure 1). Table 1 summarizes the modeling results using XlSimEst and two commercial softwares (WinNonlin and ADAPT II). All parameters and their standard errors obtained with XlSimEst are similar to those calculated with WinNonlin and ADAPT II. Moreover, the diagnostic parameters are nearly identical, which suggests that the results of XlSimEst are acceptable.

Model discrimination

For model selection, XlSimEst provides statistics for goodness-of-fit assessment such as determination of coefficient ($R^2$), weighted sum squares of residuals (SS), standard error of weighted residuals (SE), Akaike's information criterion (AIC) and Schwarz criterion (SC). Among those statistics, AIC and SC include a penalty term for the number of modeled parameters [17], and are computed the same way as described earlier [3,6].

Standard error of the estimated parameters

Although being capable of estimating the parameters, SOLVER does not approximate the standard errors of the estimated parameters. A special macro therefore is encoded in XlSimEst to provide the standard errors with respective to the parameters resulted from SOLVER.
Figure 7: Panel A: a plotting interface appears after clicking on [Graph] command button; Panel B: “XlSim(Solver)" interface for parameter estimation, showing SOLVER configuration and weighting schemes.

Figure 8: Panel A: Fitting results including estimated parameters and diagnostics generated from XISimEst using one-compartment-IV bolus model. Panel B: a corresponding plot of the simulation result together with raw data.

The standard error of the parameter $a_i$ is given by [18]

$$
\sigma_i = \sqrt{P_{ii}^{-1}} \times \text{SE}
$$

where $P_{ii}^{-1}$ is the $i^{th}$ diagonal element of the inverse of the $P$ matrix, SE is standard error of weighted residuals.
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### Availability

The XlSimEst package is available in Supplementary Materials. The package contains the XlSimEst program file and a complete User Manual. Interested users can download and install it for free. The package was developed and tested in Excel 2010 under Microsoft Windows XP service pack 2. The program is also successfully run in Excel 2007. Other Excel (e.g., Excel 2003) or Windows versions are not tested, thus their compatibility with XlSimEst is not guaranteed. We are looking forward to receiving any suggestions from our program users.

### Limitations

Since parameter optimization in XlSimEst essentially is an MS Excel SLOVER implementation, all limitations of SLOVER is also applied to this add-in program. For example, (1) the greater the number of parameters in the model, the longer the program will take; (2) the number of observations in total cannot exceed the limit of 200. It is also noted that the program is sensitive to given initial parameter value. If the initial parameters are inappropriate, SLOVER either proceeds in the wrong direction and a solution cannot be found, or converges at a local minimum and provides a biased solution.

### Conclusion

This study presents XlSimEst, a free MS Excel add-in program, which aims to streamline pharmacokinetic model composing, simulation and parameter estimation. As scientists are more educated in application of MS Excel, the add-in program admittedly is much user-friendly. Although the program is satisfactory regarding the estimated parameters and their respective standard errors for a limited number of example runs, further testing is required for additional models and datasets.
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